
IMAGERY



Recap of last few classes

■ What do you think we learned in the last few classes?

■ What skills did we work on?

■ What skills might help with your short story review?



My thoughts

■ Mechanical aspects: We looked at 2 methods for integrating quotations.

■ Process: We practiced the process of coming up with ideas for thesis statements 

based on theme and/or literary elements. 

– Theme: We practiced developing ideas for theme.

– Literary elements: We practices looking for patterns in stories. 

In your short story review, you’ll have to come up with your own thesis statement 

that discusses a theme and/or a literary element. 



Imagery, a short definition

■ Images are passages that describe objects in a precise way

■ Imagery is information described in a sensory way. It appeals to our senses

– Sight

– Sound

– Touch

– Taste

– smell



But it’s more than that

■ We’re imagining the story in our heads. 

■ Think of a painting. The painter must fill a blank canvas with colours, shapes, 

depths, dynamics, relationships. 











Images are perhaps the most immediate 
and impactful element in any art form

■ They produce feeling

■ They create mood

■ They create entire universes



Film example

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2pt2-

F2j2g&index=10&list=PLXACTLb52HAogDH-VcVNQLfuSYpopVRhu

■ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S_AYZGBxkQ&index=11&list=PLXACTLb52HA

ogDH-VcVNQLfuSYpopVRhu&t=116s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2pt2-F2j2g&index=10&list=PLXACTLb52HAogDH-VcVNQLfuSYpopVRhu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S_AYZGBxkQ&index=11&list=PLXACTLb52HAogDH-VcVNQLfuSYpopVRhu&t=116s


Example from “Moving On”

“They let me tend to my husband’s burial and settle his affairs. Which 

means I can stay in my house, pretend he is away on business while I 

stand in the closet and smell his clothes. I can cook dinner for two and 

throw the rest away, or overeat, depending on my mood. Or make a time 

capsule full of pictures I won’t be allowed to keep. I could bury it I the 

yard for a new family to discover. 

But once that work is done, the Placement Team orders me to 

pack two bags of essentials, good for any climate. They take the keys to 

our house, our car. A crew will come in, price it all; a sale will be 

advertised; all the neighbours will come. I won’t be there for any of this, 

but I’ve seen it happen to others. The money will go into my dowry, and 

then someday, hopefully, another man will marry me.”



The “intellectual information” in this 
passage.

■ They narrator must pack up her house because her husband is dead. 

■ They will sell her house and she will maybe be placed with a new man.

■ She seems to miss her husband. 



A closer look at the imagery

“They let me tend to my husband’s burial and settle his affairs. Which 

means I can stay in my house, pretend he is away on business while I 

stand in the closet and smell his clothes. I can cook dinner for two and 

throw the rest away, or overeat, depending on my mood. Or make a time 

capsule full of pictures I won’t be allowed to keep. I could bury it I the 

yard for a new family to discover. 

But once that work is done, the Placement Team orders me to 

pack two bags of essentials, good for any climate. They take the keys to 

our house, our car. A crew will come in, price it all; a sale will be 

advertised; all the neighbours will come. I won’t be there for any of this, 

but I’ve seen it happen to others. The money will go into my dowry, and 

then someday, hopefully, another man will marry me.”



Compare

■ I miss my husband.

■ I can stay in my house, pretend he is away on business while I stand in 

the closet and smell his clothes.

■ They’re going to sell my house.

■ They take the keys to our house, our car. A crew will come in, price it 

all; a sale will be advertised; all the neighbours will come.



Ideas that come from these images

■ I can stay in my house, pretend he is away on business while I stand in the closet 

and smell his clothes.

– Love is physical

– Somehow grieving is like being in a closet

– Does love fade, like a smell?

■ They take the keys to our house, our car. A crew will come in, price it all; a sale will 

be advertised; all the neighbours will come.

– She seems to be concerned with neighbours: what the neighbours will think? 

– Social failure of ended marriage?

– Commercialization of love? 

– Symbolic meaning of “key”?

– Association of identity with objects. 



Different senses

■ “In bed, I imagine my husband lying beside me, warming the rubber-

coated mattress, beneath the thin sheet so many women have slept 

under before me. My scalp tingles as I think of him scratching it. We 

rub feet. Then I have to picture him dissolving into the air like in a 

science-fiction movie, vaporized to another planet, grainy, muted, then 

gone. The sheet holds his shape for a moment before deflating to the 

bed. I practice not feeling a thing.”



Most obvious: she misses her husband 
a lot. She still loves him

■ “In bed, I imagine my husband lying beside me, warming the rubber-

coated mattress, beneath the thin sheet so many women have slept 

under before me. My scalp tingles as I think of him scratching it. We 

rub feet. Then I have to picture him dissolving into the air like in a 

science-fiction movie, vaporized to another planet, grainy, muted, then 

gone. The sheet holds his shape for a moment before deflating to the 

bed. I practice not feeling a thing.”



Strong, mostly tactile imagery

■ “In bed, I imagine my husband lying beside me, warming the rubber-

coated mattress, beneath the thin sheet so many women have slept 

under before me. My scalp tingles as I think of him scratching it. We 

rub feet. Then I have to picture him dissolving into the air like in a 

science-fiction movie, vaporized to another planet, grainy, muted, then 

gone. The sheet holds his shape for a moment before deflating to the 

bed. I practice not feeling a thing.”



Ideas
■ “In bed, I imagine my husband lying beside me, warming the rubber-

coated mattress, beneath the thin sheet so many women have slept 
under before me. My scalp tingles as I think of him scratching it. We 
rub feet. Then I have to picture him dissolving into the air like in a 
science-fiction movie, vaporized to another planet, grainy, muted, then 
gone. The sheet holds his shape for a moment before deflating to the 
bed. I practice not feeling a thing.”

– Love is not in your head, it is physical

– What do we do with love when the physicality has been removed?

– Love will revolt against any attempt to deny its physical reality.

– Vaporized image: Where do people go when they die?

– Science fiction movie: kind of like this story. 

– Are memories physical? 



One last example

The alarm sounds.

It sounds when someone runs.

Floodlights sweep over the field, then through my window. I hear the far-off yowling of 

dogs as they smell their way through the night, tracking some woman. Curiously, I find 

myself rooting for her.

-Rebellion

-Running: passionate action.

-Dogs: animal nature, animal instincts. 



Combine ideas: Look for patterns, connections

– Love is physical

– Somehow grieving is like being in a closet

– Does love fade, like a smell?

– She seems to be concerned with neighbours: what the neighbours will think? 

– Social failure of ended marriage?

– Commercialization of love? 

– Symbolic meaning of “key”?

– Association of identity with objects. 

– Love is not in your head, it is physical

– What do we do with love when the physicality has been removed?

– Love will revolt against any attempt to deny its physical reality.

– Vaporized image: Where do people go when they die?

– Science fiction movie: kind of like this story. 

– Are memories physical? 

– Rebellion

– Running: passionate action

– Dogs: animal nature, animal instincts


